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Whether tasting at Pauillac’s Château Latour or Puligny’s Domaine Leflaive, the very reputation of the place 
gives you a form of writer’s block, or perhaps even stage fright, as you worry about how you can ever do 
justice to such legendary wines. Equally, there is the opposite concern that the reputation will awe you into 
writing a soaring tasting note which may perhaps be more based on fantasy than fact. Thankfully, at Domaine 
Leflaive the wines usually write their own tasting notes, supplying their own narrative through their different 
nuances, leaving the taster with the job of finding enough suitable adjectives to convey what is in the glass.

The 2012 vintage at Domaine Leflaive was, as elsewhere, punctuated by extreme weather events, mostly in the 
form of hail in June and August but also with heavy rain, wind and cold temperatures at the time of flowering, 
resulting in a lower fruit set than usual. Final numbers see the production reduced by 50%, which rather 
glosses over the fact that some vineyards fared rather worse than that, for example Clavoillon and Meursault 
sous le Dos d’Ane lost 85% of the crop to hail. Eric Remy, who as usual gave us the perfect exposé of the 
vintage, explained that the reason the wines are showing so well is precisely because of the low yields, which 
allowed the vines to ripen the fruit to maturity despite the shabby early growing season and the depredations 
by the hail.

Because of these reduced yields, there will be very little stock available this year and you are recommended to 
reply early in order to secure an allocation.

Nicola Arcedeckne-Butler MW

December 2013

Bourgogne Blanc 2012 Bottles 6 per case £170
Vibrant gold with a nose of green apples and some white flowers behind, very tight. Fleshy white fruits on the nose, with 
fresh acidity and a plump mid-palate, underscored by floral notes and a zip of marzipan, going to a long, evolving finish 
which broadens and freshens all the time. Drink 2015-2018

Puligny Montrachet 2012 Bottles 6 per case £280
Brighter gold, really limpid with a nose of fresh, floral notes and a hint of almond, creamy and plump leading to a racy, 
fully fruited palate, linear, then expanding into lemon cream, fresh, long, very precise and with a lovely, mouth-watering 
saline finish. Drink 2016-2018+
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Puligny Montrachet 1er Cru Clavoillon  2012 Bottles 6 per case £370
Bright green gold with tight, creamed citrus notes, very restrained yet alluring at the same time. Broad citrus fruits on 
the palate, lemon in particular, yet still very tight too with no trace of oak showing whatsoever going to a fresh, green 
fruit, mineral finish, which persists and grows for some time. Drink 2017-2020+

Puligny Montrachet 1er Cru les Folatières  2012 Bottles 6 per case £675
Bright green gold with a more mineral, overtly flowered nose and some fresh green notes too, very attractive. Plump, 
ripe white fruits on the palate, surprisingly open after the nose, citrus, racy and very linear yet broad too, a lovely 
contrast, going to a long, expansive and persistent finish. Drink 2017-2021+

Puligny Montrachet 1er Cru les Combettes  2012 Bottles 6 per case £725
Bright, vibrant green gold, limpid, with a nose of overt white flowers and marzipan on the nose – much more expressive 
than usual, more alluring too, grilled and even a distant hint of spice. Dense, sweet, layered and saline on the palate, 
spiced and exciting with lovely racy green notes, multi-faceted, going to a very precise, tighter, mineral finish. A roller-
coaster of experiences, delicious. Drink 2017-2021+

Puligny Montrachet 1er Cru les Pucelles  2012 Bottles 6 per case £800
Bright green gold, slightly deeper in colour, with a nose of broad, creamed white fruits, floral and tight, more primary and 
less flamboyant than the Combettes with a distant note of crème pâtissière. Elegant, mouth-wateringly precise fruit on 
the palate, saline again, with contrasting plump, ripe notes and racy, linear acidity, a mass of contradictions leading to a 
broad, vibrant, long finish which keeps on going. Drink 2017-2022+

Bienvenues Bâtard Montrachet, Grand Cru 2012 Bottles 3 per case £650
Bright gold, less green in the colour with massive, broad floral fruit on the nose, marzipan and nougat, grilled, rich, plump 
and multifaceted, unbelievably alluring given its youth. Broad, plump fruit initially on the palate, but racy too, linear and 
intense with fine acidity behind, creamy and rich with a finish of lemon cream, initially quite light on the finish and then it 
comes back in a fills out. Sublime. Drink 2018-2022+

Bâtard Montrachet, Grand Cru 2012 Bottles 3 per case £695
Vibrant gold with a complex nose of grilled citrus notes, some leafy notes, crème pâtissière spice and fresh tealeaf, 
layered. Racy greengage fruit on the palate, fresh with white stone fruits behind, not opulent compared to Bienvenues, 
with distant, aloof fresh fruit. Lovely fresh acidity, this wine is textured and the more you taste the more you discover; 
long, powerful yet restrained on the finish. Lovely. Drink 2018-2022+

Chevalier Montrachet, Grand Cru 2012 Bottles 3 per case £850
Bright green gold with a tight, white fruit nose with some grilled notes but restrained; floral and rich. Soft, supple white 
stone fruits on the palate, dense and layered, again that grilled note, intensely concentrated yet not heavy in any way, 
with a lovely, racy, zippy finish which then broadens and lengthens. Really lovely combination of power and restraint. 
Drink 2018-2023+
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